Abstract-We address the issue of supporting real-time mes sage dissemination in a publish/subscribe system. The asyn chronous operation and connection brokering approach em bodied in the publish/subscribe paradigm aid scalability and support varied topologies. These advantages, however, create challenges for providing predictable performance for real-time applications. We propose an efficient design for message queuing and forwarding by brokers in a publish/subscribe system. We differentiate messages by topics and not just be publishers or subscribers.
I. I NTRODUCTION
The publish/subscribe (PIS) messaging paradigm enables the development of scalable and distributed information pro cessing systems. For some time-critical distributed systems [1], [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , the design and implementation of a real time publish/subscribe mechanism is a central aspect of the systems ability to provide data within the required temporal constraints. Scalability is achieved by employing brokers that connect publishers to subscribers and limit the need for many direct connections. In this article, we describe the design of a real-time message transfer scheme for PIS brokers with a view to supporting scalable real-time PIS systems. Our work supports bounded delays for messages, thereby increasing the predictability of the system.
A PIS system is comprised of publishers, subscribers and brokers (Section 2 describes the paradigm in greater detail).
Publishers provide information on a topic; they advertise the topic and publish notification messages relevant to that topic.
Subscribers specify their interest(s) and receive relevant infor mation when it appears. Brokers mediate between publishers and subscribers by selecting the appropriate subscribers for each published notification. Publishers are loosely coupled to subscribers, and need not know of their existence. Publishers and subscribers focus on the topics of interest and can be ignorant of system topology. The key advantage of PIS systems is the indirect, asynchronous and anonymous communication paradigm that loosely couples the publishers and subscribers. This, however, results in unpredictable communication perfor mance for real-time streams. In addition many publishers [sub scribers] are allowed to write [read] information on the same topic. This many-to-many communication manner increases the difficulty in evaluating and measuring the performance of real-time data streams. Nevertheless, a real-time message transfer in a PIS system is needed for many applications including algorithmic trading, market data processing, fraud detection, intrusion detection, traffic surveillance and air traffic control.
Currently, the Data Distribution Service (DDS) [7] and the Java Messaging Service (JMS) [8] are commonly used applica tion programming interfaces for PIS systems. The differences in the APIs are not critical to real-time performance; the design and implementation of the underlying system affects the quality of service. Real-Time Innovations's DDS [9] imple mentation maps topics to IP multicast groups so that messages can be distributed efficiently to subscribers. Clearly, multicasts use bandwidth more effectively than other schemes, which deliver the messages to different subscribers by managing a set of point-to-point connections (over TCP, HTTP or RMI). Point-to-point connections are used by, for example, openJMS [10] and ActiveMQ [11] .
DDS does achieve high throughput and low latency, with claims of being 25 times faster than SUN's JMS implemen tation; this high performance system is, however, based on best-effort multicasting that does not scale easily to a large number of participants.
Several research efforts have focused on QoS and real time support for PIS systems [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] . In their position paper [17] , Araujo and Rodrigues proposed additional primitives for QoS-aware PIS systems. None of these approaches are known to provide guarantees for real time message streams. Specifically, message scheduling needs greater attention to attain predictable performance for real time streams (Section 3 elaborates on related work and the motivation for this work.).
The main contribution of this article is the presentation of a novel real-time message scheduling and forwarding framework for the PIS system (Section 4). This framework provides a many-to-many message scheduling method for PIS system that leverages the multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) switch design strategy. In this sense, it is similar to work on switch design and scheduling for high-speed networks as exemplified by the iSLIP scheduler [18] that achieves 100% throughput (but has very poor deterministic performance) and switch schedulers for real-time applications [19] , except that we develop mecha nisms for a broker to distribute messages in a PIS system. The MIMO approach that we suggest employs input and output matrices to schedule messages and achieve real-time message dissemination for a PIS system. This method has an extremely small overhead and can provide the deterministic service delay guarantee. An interesting and useful aspect of this scheme is the use of weighted round-robin (WRR) scheduling to achieve topic-based importance so that it allocates resource to accessing clients in dynamic fashion (Section 5). We provide both theoretical bounds on messaging delay at the broker (Section 6) and evaluate the performance of the proposed scheduling scheme via the simulation on the TrueTime: a network and embedded control system simulator(Section 7). Our approach differs from other PIS implementations as a result of these two core principles: a) we emulate a MIMO design (similar to a network switch), and b) we employ topic prioritization to achieve differentiated QoS.
II. M ODEL FOR P UBLISH IS UBSCRIBE S YSTEMS
Any PIS system (Figure 1 ) has three types of participants: publishers, subscribers and brokers. A PIS system implements group communication through five primitives: subscribe, ad vertise, publish, unsubscribe and unadvertise [20) . Publishers advertise the type of information that they would publish. Participants may subscribe to specific information types. A subscription remains in effect until it is canceled by a call to unsubscribe. An advertisement remains in effect until it is revoked by an unadvertise.
In the PIS model, subscribers typically receive only a subset of the total messages published by the anonymous message dissemination channel. The process of selecting messages for reception and processing is called jiltering. There are two common forms of filtering: topic-based and content-based. In a topic-based PIS system, messages are published to topics. The publisher is responsible for defining the classes of messages to which subscribers can subscribe. Subscribers in a topic-based system will receive all messages published to the specific topics, and all subscribers to a topic will receive the same messages. Content-based PIS can be considered as a filtering function on top of a topic-based PIS system, that is, messages are only delivered to a subscriber if the attributes or content of those messages match the constraints defined by the subscriber. In this paper, we are solely interested in how to establish a real-time scheduling and message delivery framework for PIS systems. For the remainder of the discussion, we assume a topic-based PIS system only.
In order to simplify the problem, we target centralized PIS systems where publishers post messages to an intermediary broker and subscribers register subscriptions with that broker. The broker normally implements store-and-forward function ality to transmit messages from publishers to subscribers, and performs the filtering function.
We use the term client to represent the physical connection from both publishers and subscribers to the broker infrastruc ture. Observe that a client possesses only one physical access connection, and clients use the access points to advertise topics and subsequently to publish multiple messages on topics previously advertised. Thus, an advertisement expresses the client's intent to publish messages on a particular topic. The client also uses the access points to subscribe for notifications of interest. The broker uses the access points deliver any notifications of interest to clients.
III. B ACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
Araujo and Rodrigues [17] summarized the main advantages of the Publish/Subscribe model: it decouples publishers and subscribers in several dimensions. Space decoupling captures the fact that interacting parties do not need to know each other. Time decoupling captures the fact that parties do not need to be actively participating in the interaction at the same time. Flow decoupling captures the asynchrony of the model. QoS decoupling captures the separation of QoS parameters from the type or content of events.
The asynchrony of PIS system can be implemented by means of a centralized architecture like IBM MQSeries [21] and Oracle Advanced Queuing [22] . The asynchrony can also be implemented by a distributed architecture like TIBCO Rendezvous [23] that uses a decentralized approach in which no process acts as a bottleneck or a single point of failure. Large scale infrastructure networks with either centralized or distributed brokers has been proposed in [24] , [25] , [20] . The real-time QoS in PIS paradigm have been studied in the past [17] , [14] , [16] , [13] , [25] , [20] , [26] , mainly with a focus on application-level requirements or developing communication middleware and toolkits.
There is a need for real-time PIS mechanisms that leverage low-level message scheduling and forwarding methods based on message's topic importance so as to provide deterministic real-time guarantees for PIS system. In this sense, the broker in a PublishlSubscribe system, which is responsible for trans ferring information between publishers and subscribers, is akin to a packet router (switch). We use this intuition in developing an efficient broker for PIS systems that can satisfy real-time requirement. We briefly mention router designs to develop the context for our work.
Packet routers (switches) can be designed to provide deter ministic delays on a per-hop and end-to-end basis for real-time systems [19] . However, those results can not be employed directly in PIS system, since they only handle the message forwarding from one input to one output. Nevertheless, the abstractions of stream scheduling are germane to our real time PIS design. Primarily, a switch has many input ports and many output ports, as well as different architectures [27] , [18] and scheduling policies [28] , [29] , [30] have been used to transfer packets from input port to output port. This model is applicable to a broker in a PIS system because the broker has to direct messages from publishers to subscribers. Specifically, the virtual output queueing architecture [18] offers good router performance with limited overhead; in this approach, the router maintains a virtual output queue (VOQ) for each output at the input queue and uses a scheduler to transfer packets from a VOQ to an output port. This model can be re-purposed to provide fair and predictable scheduling in a PIS system.
Conventional middleware solutions for PIS systems do not take into account the resource partitioning. When a PIS service is collocated with other services, the system utilization is consistently high and delays are excessive. In our design, we assume that the PIS service is allocated a portion R of the total computational resource. As long as this allocation is protected, we are able to provide deterministic guarantees on performance.
In the next section, we describe our topic-based real-time message scheduling method for dynamic distributed real-time PIS system. This scheduler can handle messages in every input queue with different priorities and avoid the head-of-line (HOL) blocking [18] . Our analysis will show that this topic based scheduling has desirable resource allocation properties and provides real-time guarantees.
IV. D ESIGN OF A R EAL-T IME P UBLISH IS UBSCRIBE S YSTEM
The message scheduling and forwarding policy employed by a broker is central to the design of a predictable PIS system. In a topic-based PIS system, this poses multiple challenges:
• Fair scheduling among different publishers for the same topic;
• Fair scheduling among different subscribers to the same topic;
• Appropriate prioritizing among different topics.
A PIS system needs to support a many-to-many group communication model. One topic can have many publishers and many subscribers simultaneously. We, therefore, leverage a MIMO design for our real-time PIS middleware. In our architecture, we maintain an input queue for every client (a client may host multiple publishers) and each input queue is associated with virtual output queues for each topic. This choice makes our architecture similar to the hardware design for a high-performance router.
A. The TW R 2 R 2 Scheduling for Input Queue Management /) Topic-Based Input Management: Our PIS middleware uses a To pic-based Weighted Round Robin (TWRR ) message scheduling approach, which allocates the system serving time according to the topic importance. This is unlike traditional round-robin schemes that prioritize specific clients. The ra tionale for our choice is that it is often that topics have inherent value, and all publisherslsubscribers for that topic need to be considered accordingly. The challenge posed by this prioritization is that multiple publishers and subscribers might exist for a topic and resources need to be multiplexed between these participants. Every topic is assigned a weight according to its importance, i.e., the more important a topic the greater its weight. We use a weight matrix W to maintain the topic weights 2) Matrix-Based Round Robin for Publishers: Each topic may have multiple publishers. The simple TW RR schedule assigns cell times to topics but these cell times need to be multiplexed among the different publishers for that topic. To this end, a cell time is divided into smaller quanta. In a time quantum, the broker transfers one message from an input queue (a publisher) to multiple virtual output queues (that correspond to subscribers) using a round robin policy.
We use a topic-based input matrix (M atrixI N) to sched ule messages from different publishers within the cell time allocated to a given topic. MatrixIN is an NC x NT matrix where N C is the number of clients and NT is the number of topics. The elements of M atrixI N = (ini,k)i=l, ... ,NC;k=l, ... ,NT can only be 1 and 0, and if client i is maintaining a publisher on topic k then ini,k = 1 , otherwise
An example of an input matrix is shown in Figure 4 . Each row represents a client and each column represents a topic. 3) Illustration of the TW R 2 R 2 Scheduling Approach: The input management scheduler divides one system cycle time into cell times by TW RR scheme, and divides a cell time into quanta by a simple RR scheme; we abbreviate this to TW R 2 R 2 scheduling. As shown in Figure 5 , a cell time is allocated to every topic, and a quantum is allocated to every input queue. To facilitate scheduling, a TW R 2 R 2 broker transfer messages in fixed-size fragments that fit one quantum. Note that we leveraged the rational design of MIMO in our PIS system design, but MIMO is able to transfer the messages in parallel based on switch hardware design, which is not realizable in PIS middleware. For this reason, we divided the cell time (Tceu) into quanta (Tqu a n tum), and a quantum is allocated to each client that maitains publisher on specific topic. Accordingly, multiple messages from different clients are handled within a single cell time, and a (virtually) parallel scheme is achieved. The length of cell time (Teell) depends on the number of clients. The worst-case analysis and its deterministic real-time guarantee will be discussed in the next section. A, and the same procedure is followed. The third cell time is assigned to topic B, and the broker checks the input queue of clients 2, 3 and 4, since the second column of M atrixI n is defined as [0 1 1 1 ]; The broker dequeues and forwards the first message related to topic B in the input queue of clients 2, 3 and 4. This procedure is repeated until the end of the cycle time, and another cycle starts. In the Figure 6 , we assume no new messages arrive and all messages stay on their initial allocation only in order to illustrate and demonstrate the difference between TW R 2 R 2 and FIFO. In a real PIS system, new messages will be enqueued, and all messages are moved toward the head of queue automatically after any dequeuing.
B. Topic-Based Output Management
The broker should deliver messages efficiently and fairly to all subscribers. Traditional PIS systems manage a group of TCP, HTTP or RMI connections to deliver the same message using point-to-point data transfer, which must significantly degrades bandwidth utilization (as mentioned in Section I). An efficient message delivery scheme should forward a message to all destinations with a single multicast or dispatch the same message through the different channels simultaneously. This kind of scheme is already employed in middleware such as RTI's DDS [9] , broadcast communication over wireless channels [31] , [32] , [33] , in web server architectures [34] , and avionics data buses [35] .
In this section, we make use of a matrix M atrixOUT to manage the message delivery to output ports so that the broker will forward a message, simultaneously, to all subscribers for a specific topic. Notice that primitive actions of PIS system, such as sub scribe, advertise, publish, unsubscribe and unadvertise, will cause the modification of MatrixIN, MatrixOUT and W. Maintaining these matrices, however, imposes little over head. In addition, the scalability is high since M atrixI N, M atrixOUT and W are protocol independent.
V. R ESOURCE ALLOCATION BASED UPON TW R 2 R 2
SCHEDULING TW R 2 R 2 scheduling for message dissemination provides a topic-based resource allocation. Recall that the matrix W denotes the number of cell times allocated to each topic in a cycle time. Let R denote the total available system resource, then topic k is allocated rk portion of R, where
", NT Teycle = L..J k=l Wk X Teell represents the length of a cycle time; Teell represent the maximum value of cell time (maximum value implies that all clients are publishing the specific topic). Accordingly, a topic k is allocated Wk cell times by the broker; the total time apportioned to topic k in one cycle time is denoted by Ttopiek'
(1) and (2) demonstrate that TW R 2 R 2 message scheduler allocates an rk-proportion of the resource to topic k, which is equal to Wk units of cell time every cycle time.
The TW R 2 R 2 scheduler allocates resources to topics, and clients share the resource in a dynamic manner. Every client obtains access to the system in accordance with a matrix Llclie n t, which is deduced from the message scheduling man agement matrices introduced in the previous section. 8i X Tqu a n tum
Client i is assigned (}i portion of the whole system resource, as shown in (5).
Equation (5) highlights the property that every client is not allocated a fixed fraction of the system resource; this is in contrast to traditional RR and W RR schemes. The TW R 2 R 2 scheduling method allocates resources to clients based on the topics that a client publishes information for, and the weight associated with those topics. Primitive actions of PIS system will lead to a modification of MatrixIN and W, which will result in a change in the resource allocated to the clients. This property makes TW R 2 R 2 scheduling suitable for systems with dynamic requirements.
VI. R EAL-TIME P ERFORMANCE OF TW R 2 R 2 S CHEDULING
Prior results on the schedulability bound [36] , [37] and on delay bounds [19] for W RR still hold for the message forwarding under TW R 2 R 2 scheduling. The difference is that the TW R 2 R 2 policy provides resource allocation and real-time performance guarantees for topics rather than for individual clients.
We consider the (a, p)-bounded arrival flow as a general source model [38] , [39] . The cumulative arrival curve is upper bounded by (a, p) , where p stands for the average arrival rate and a stands for the burst size. If F(t) denotes the arrival curve, then the arrival workload at any interval [8, 
This (a, p)-bounded source generates n units of workload in a time length no smaller than l = ( n ;O' ) + [39] , where the , +' symbol means the value is 0 if it is negative.
Periodic or sporadic flows can be considered as a special cases of (O',p)-bounded flow with a = I and p = liP, where P denotes the period.
For a topic k that needs to send E messages every T time units, if Wk and Teycle are given, condition (7) holds [40] :
Condition (7) is useful only when T � Tcycle. It, therefore, provides a coarse delay estimate. It is known that the W RR allocates the cell time in a more regular fashion; in what follows we will present a more precise delay bound for TW R2 R2 scheduling approach.
A. Estimating Cell Time Allocations
The matrix W = [W I ; W 2 ; ••• ; W N T] maintains the weights of topics. We assume that topics in W are in non-increasing weight order; as a result W m � Wk iff m < k. To pic k should utilize Wk cell times in one cycle time allocated by TW RR.
The cell time allocation pattern for topic k, in the worst case, is derived in following lemmas.
Lemma 1 (First cell time) . If the current time is s and mes sages are scheduled using the TW R2 R2 scheduling method (Figure 3) , the next cell time will be allocated to topic k no later than (8) where
Tcell is the cell time length, NT is the number of topics, Wk is the weight of topic k.
Proof: According to the TW R2 R2 method (Figure 3) , one cycle time is divided into v = Tcycle/ gcd(W) cell times. In the worst-case, s coincides with the end of the last service time of topic k in a cycle time. We calculate the next cell time allocated to topic k. After s, TW R2 R2 allocates NT -k -1 cell times to topics from k + 1 to NT. Then another cycle time begins.
Afterwards, the TW R2 R2 scheduler allocates the cell times to the topics which have the largest weight first. Dk (see (10») is the total number of cell times devoted to topics before cw (current weight, which is a temporal variable for W RR method defined in Figure 3) . (10) mEI, ... , k -1
When cw is set to Wk, TW R2 R2 allocates (k -1) cell times to every topic from 1 to (k -1) because cw is no larger than their weight value. Then, the next cell time will be allocated to topic k. In all, from s the first cell time allocated to topic k is after (Dk + k -1 + NT -k) cell times, and the lemma is proved.
• Lemma 2 (Second cell time). If the current time is s and mes sages are scheduled using the TW R2 R2 scheduling method (Figure 3) , the second time a cell will be alloted to topic k is no later than
Proof: Note that the first cell time is allocated to topic k at time t( 1 ). Afterwards, cw remains Wk and TW R2 R2 allocates cell time to topics 9 (g = k + 1, ... ,NT) if they have larger or equal weight value than Wk. L :� + 1 q>(Wg, Wk) demonstrates this number of cell times. Then, cw is decreased by gcd( w) , and the TW R2 R2 turns back to serve the topics with smaller index than k. Because the matrix W is arranged in non-increasing order of topic weights, all topics with smaller index than k will be allocated one cell time. So another k -1 cell time is allocated. Consequently, the sum of cell time is (k -1 + L :� + I q>(Wg, Wk) ) after t( I ). Finally, the lemma is pursued.
• Lemma 3 (General cell time pattern). From any time s, and in the worst-case, the nt h cell time allocated to topic k is at no later than t( n ) where n = 2, ... ,Wk/ gcd(W) ,
g=k+ 1 (13) Proof: Note that (11) is a special case of (13) with n = 2.
After the first cell time is alloted to topic k, the TW R2 R2
scheduler will check a round for every topic and allocate a cell time to it if its weight value is bigger than or equal to cw; cw is decreased by gcd(W) after every round. The number of topics that have the weight value no smaller than cw before the n th cell time alloted to topic k is k -1 + L:� + 1 q> ( w g, Wk -(n -2)gcd(W)) . This completes the lemma.
• We now pose an overload constraint for the publisher that is writing on a specific topic with a (a, p)-bounded flow. The constraint is intuitive: the write rate of a publisher (P ik) should not exceed the broker's service rate for that given topic.
Overload Constraint: Assume client i has a writer on topic k, which is a (O'ik' Pik) -bound � � flow fik. It does not create an overloaded if Pik < Wk/ Lk =1 Wk x R.
Theorem 1. Given a client i which maintains a writer on the topic k, and the writer can be modeled as a (a, p)-bounded flow, the worst-case response time is bounded from above by:
( 1 4) Proof: Based on the previous lemmas, t( n ) denotes the start time of nt h cell time allocated to topic k. Then n th message will be forwarded in the next cell time, so t( n ) + Tce � . th
(�)
is the worst-case served tIme for n message. P ik denotes the arrival time of n th message from client i. The difference between the arrival time and service time is the response time. The TW R 2 R 2 scheduler allocates the cell time repeatedly in every v, in which topic k is allocated Wk / gcd(W) cell times. Thus the proof is complete.
• Theorem 2. Given a periodic flow, which can be modeled as (1, p)-boundedflow, and the arrival rate p < 'E/ft R. Then k=l Wk the worst-case delay in one broker D is
gcd(W)
x cell· (15) Prool Because the workload fl ow is periodic, and be cause its arrival rate is smaller than the service rate of the broker on that topic, the worst-case response time occurs for serving the burst. Assume the burst is loaded at time s, then first serving time of the first message is show in formula (14) when n = 1. Accordingly, the worst-case delay can be obtained as:
where t( l ) is already calculated in Lemma 1. We substitute Formula (8) into Formula (16), then the theorem is proven .
• As in Theorem 2, the per-hop upper bound on delay for a periodic flow depends on the number of topics, the topic weights, and the length of cell time (Teell)' The maximum value for Teell is NO x Tqu a n tum, where NO is the number of client and Tqu a n tum is the maximum time for forwarding a message in the broker. Tqu a n tum is directly decided by the broker's computational resource portioned from the server, that is, the higher the broker's resource, the shorter the Tqu a n tum. Normally, Tqu a n tum = Bmax / R, where Bmax is the maximum message size and R is the broker's resource. Our analysis demonstrates the attributes of dynamic resource allocation as well as predictable real-time message forwarding behavior.
The analysis techniques for bounding delay can be em ployed to determine whether the current portioned resource for a PIS system can satisfy the application's deadline require ment. This also enables admission control for a real-time PIS system. Further, the end-to-end delay for a periodic fl ow can be bounded by a sum of delays along every broker in a path.
Note that the costs for worst-case delay analysis and schedulability determination are much heavier than the real time message forwarding errand in the PIS system. In order to achieve the predictable real-time PIS performance, two methods can be employed for different cases. One method accomplishes the analysis only once which is suitable for the case where all potential subscribers are known in advance. The other method uses the resource partition (mentioned in section 3) which allocates the system resource to the schedulability determination process and PIS message forwarding process separately. The time for schedulability determination is omit ted since PIS system need only the deterministic guarantee for the accepted stream after the admission control. 
VII. E VALUATION AND S IMUL ATION
The TW R 2 R 2 real-time message scheduling policy for RTPS system can provide predictable forwarding performance and allocate the system resource dynamically to the access clients. A protected system resource is allocated for message forwarding so that the deterministic performance can be guar anteed at anytime. This method differs from the traditional PIS system, which may achieve high performance with low workload but the performance turns unpredictable with high workload. In addition, we simulate TW R 2 R 2 scheduling approach directly on top of different data link layers rather than aforementioned schemes in section I.
A. Simulation with TrueTIme Simulator
We evaluate the RTPS performance via a real-time net worked and embedded control system simulator, called True Time (http://www.control.lth.se/truetime/). TrueTime (IT) is event-driven simulator based on Matlab/Simulink, that makes it suitable for asynchronous pIs system simulation and pro vides various network modules including Ethernet, CAN, Full Duplex, TDMA, FDMA and switched ethernet networks, 802.lIb WLAN and 802.15.4 ZigBee, etc. Figure 8 illustrates the implementation of our RTPS in TT. Each client is a network node that maintains a IT kernel with the same task priority. The TrueTime network modules emulate the medium access and packet transmission from the clients to the PIS broker (via 'snd' and 'rcv' ports). TW R 2 R 2 scheduling approach is implemented in PIS broker to handle packet queues, and the propagation delay is ignored. The simulation scenario is with 6 clients, 2 IT Network modules and 1 PIS Broker; the broker maintains 20 topics, and every five topics are assigned with a weight among [10,7,4, 1];
clients send messages based on subscribed topics randomly with maximum data rate of 10M bitsls and minimum frame size 512 bits; the sending time interval meets the evenly distribution between 0 to Ims; Our PIS broker relay every message in 0.0512ms, and O.OOlms elapses for searching a specific topic in a client input queue; along the simulation 
B. RTPS performance on diff erent link layer
We first illustrate the schedule performance of TW R 2 R 2 on top of different link layers, such as Ethernet(CSMAlCD), CAN(CSMNAMP) and Switched Ethernet (Full Duplex). It is known that the real-time networking system can perform at most as well as that its underlayer transmission protocol does. See in the Figure 9 , RTPS delay has the similar change trend, but the maximum delay of our RTPS on Switched Ethernet and CAN protocol (O.2160ms) is much smaller than that in Ethernet (O.312Oms). This effect is because of their predictable media access protocols [35] .
C. Dynamic Resource Allocation of RTPS
We then simulate the dynamic resource allocation prop erty of TW R 2 R 2 approach according to the publishing and subscribing situation. To this end, MaxtrixIn and MatrixOUT change every second, and the transit transmission delay for every client as shown in Figure 10 . Note that maximum transmission delay of the clients vary in every second ac cording to the different allocated resource proportion. Because of the space limit, we only demonstrate the precise allocated resource, resulted average delay of Client 1 as well as its upper bound delay obtained by equation (15) . 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
Real-time publish/subscribe systems are increasingly im portant in a variety of contexts. The architecture of these systems needs considerable attention and the implementation of PIS systems needs to be coupled with the design of network infrastructure that can provide predictable data transport. We have proposed an efficient many-to-many publish/subscribe message scheduling paradigm for asynchronous and indirect message delivery. The paradigm we suggest schedules mes sages with a topic-based message queuing method, and pro vides a predictable upper bounded delay. Specifically, we have addressed the problem in a centralized architecture where all publishers and subscribers connect to one broker. The broker is analogous to a packet router and we leverage that model in our work. In addition, our resource allocation mechanism adapts to changes in membership and workload experienced by the PIS system. Apart from extending the architecture to a decentralized setting, our future work will employ probabilistic techniques to analyze resource allocation and predict schedu lability; probabilistic analysis can improve resource use and accommodate knowledge concerning system dynamics. We also note that our architecture, while guaranteeing real-time performance at the broker, does not currently consider delays incurred in the transfer of data over network connections. To ensure end-to-end performance guarantees, we have implicitly assumed networking services that provide (reasonable) upper bounds on delays, and that the entire system can then be analyzed as a multi-stage real-time system.
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